Abstract
The ligand bis(5-tert-butyl-2-hydroxy-3-hydroxymethyl-phenyl)methane, a flexible calix[n]arene analogue, is employed to construct an unusual linear [Ln 3 ] trimer.
Main text
The chemistry of homo-and heteronuclear lanthanide clusters continues to attract intense academic interest.
The stimulus for such varied research activity lies in the potential downstream applications of properties such as luminescence 1 and magnetism, 2 their use as building blocks in directed assembly, 3 and also in the aesthetically pleasing and diverse structures the clusters adopt. Examples of the latter include, supertetrahedral Our primary interests lie in the preparation, structural characterisation and magnetic analysis of polynuclear transition metal or lanthanide clusters. The metal core of such systems can vary in both shape and nuclearity, and moreover it is important to understand the effects that chemical structure has on the resulting magnetic exchange interactions, and ultimately the mechanisms by which they are influenced. Therefore the choice of cluster supporting ligand(s) is critical and a large exploration of ligand type (size, shape and donor ability) is crucial in ultimately gaining a degree of control of these (sometimes) complex and fascinating systems. Work in our group, and in others, has primarily focussed on using p-tert-butylcalix [n] (Figure 1 ). The four oxygen atoms of LH 4 represents an attractive binding site to explore coordination chemistry, and it is somewhat surprising to discover that to date there is only one reported crystal structure where LH 4 is coordinated to a metal of any type, 10 and no examples where LH 4 is coordinated to a TM or Ln metal. Figure 2A ) and is supported by four LH 1.75 ligands.
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The µ 3 -bridging mode of the symmetry unique LH 1.75 ligand is shown in Figure 2B . The peripheral alcoholic O-atoms are of two types: one (O1) bridges Gd1 and Gd2, while the other (O4) is terminally bound to Gd1 (Gd1-O4, 2.489(3) Å), while H-bonded to the co-crystallised solvent (vide infra). Figure 3A ). Along one axis perpendicular to the Ln 3 chain, co-crystallised water and acetonitrile, both present at partial occupancy, reside in cavities generated by adjacent molecules of 1 ( Figure 3B where i and j are integers that index the constitutive single-ions in 1, J is the isotropic exchange interaction parameter, Ŝ is a spin operator, μ B is the Bohr magneton and g is the g-factor. For the numerical diagonalisation of the matrix representation of spin-Hamiltonian (1), we employed home written software (ITO-MAGFIT) 13 and spin-Hamiltonian (1) was fitted to the experimental data by use of the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm. 14 For 1, employing a model that assumes just one exchange interaction between nearest neighbours, this resulted in the best-fit parameter J Gd-Gd = −0.07 cm −1 , keeping the g-value fixed to 2. The magnetisation versus field data ( Figure 4 and Figures S1-S2) for the same complex is satisfactorily fitted using the same parameter set. The so-obtained exchange interaction is comparable with previously reported alkoxide-bridged Gd III ions and is as expected for very weakly interacting 4f ions. 12 In order to check for potential SMM behaviour in the Tb (2) and Dy (3) In summary LH 4 has been shown to act as a ligand support for three isostructural polynuclear Ln 3 chains (Ln = Gd, Tb and Dy). The Dy analogue displays weak ferromagnetic exchange. Compounds 1 -3 are the first examples of LH 4 acting more generally as a ligand support for rare-earth clusters, and we believe that these compounds could presage a large number of new coordination complexes with 3d, and 3d-4f elements. 
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